Next to the South-Indian city of Mysore (from where our name comes from) lay thousands of
hectares of land used to grow coffee; this land is where our coffee is produced. Indian coffee –
as everything in India – has a legend. Once upon a time, there was a Sufi saint called Baba Budan
who went on a pilgrimage to Mecca from his homeland: India. On the way to his destination he
stayed in Mocca, a harbor of Yemen, where he got introduced to this dark and sweet drink that
was called Quahwah. He liked it so much that he decided to take some with him back home.
However, back in those days Arabians were very protective with their special plant, so Baba
Budan had to strap seven mocca coffee beans on his chest so he can smuggle them to India.
Upon arriving he planted the beans on the hills of Chandragiri, in the state of Karnataka and this
has established coffee production in India. Now the hill is named as Baba Budan Hill in respect to
the legend.
Mysore Gold Nugget is a name representing excellence, as the growers take special care and
attention when hand-picking the coffee beans. These rare Arabica beans are medium roasted
and the roasting suits this rich, chocolatey, sweet and fruity taste. The coffee made of Mysore
Gold Nugget beans has low acidity and can be enjoyed in the afternoon too thanks to its
naturally low caffeine. With the comfort of knowing the origin of the mysterious coffee, sit back
and let this smooth Indian specialty steal your heart.

a shot of strong coffee

400 Ft

590 Ft

double portion of coffee for that extra momentum

long coffee

550 Ft
550 Ft

a shot of coffee with hot water

850 Ft

french press coffee with creamy almond milk, foamed with a traditional technique

790 Ft

a shot of coffee with plant milk

790 Ft

a shot of coffee with plant milk and mousse

950 Ft

double shots of coffee, blended with coconut oil and plant milk to kick start your
morning (or day)

